Replicating nature. Signia Pure Nx hearing aids deliver the sound that nature intended.

**Pure 312 Nx**

**Maximal discretion**
Pure sophistication in a small package with its small, unobtrusive hearing aid in Dolby® Digital Sound. It can be individually controlled via the myControl App for maximum of discretion.

**Fully featured**
Packed with state-of-the-art technology, Pure 312 Nx offers our most natural hearing performance as well as superior connectivity.

**IP68 rated† – resistant to moisture, sweat, and dirt.

**Pure 13 Nx**

**Maximal energy efficiency**
The reliable Pure® 13 Nx gives you our highest hearing performance as well as superior connectivity.

**Fully featured**
Packed with sophisticated, state-of-the-art technology, Signia’s Pure 13 Nx offers our most natural sound and our highest hearing performance as well as superior connectivity.

**IP68 rated† – resistant to moisture, sweat, and dirt.

**Pure 10 Nx**

**Absolute discretion**
Signia tinyPure® 10 sits nearly invisibly behind your ear. For a maximum of convenience and discretion, it can be remotely controlled via your smartphone.

**Pure simplicity for hassle-free hearing**
With no buttons required for manual adjustments, the fully automatic Pure 10 gives you the ultimate in simplicity and superior sound quality.

**IP68 rated† – resistant to moisture, sweat, and dirt.

The information in this document contains general descriptions of the technical options available, which do not always have to be present in individual cases and are subject to change without prior notice.

The Bluetooth® word mark and logos are owned by the Bluetooth SIG, Inc., and any use of such marks by Signia AG and Sivantos Inc. is under license. Other trademarks and trade names are those of their respective owners.

Dolby and the double-D symbol are registered trademarks of Dolby Laboratories. All other trademarks remain the property of their respective owners.

Android and Google Play are trademarks of Google Inc.

† Achieved IP67 rating per IEC 60529 standard. Water-resistant device can be completely submerged in water up to 3 feet for 30 minutes and dust will not interfere with the satisfactory operation of the device.

†† Achieved IP68 rating per IEC 60529 standard.
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Enjoy direct streaming of phone calls, music, and TV. Stream audio from a telephone or video conference directly into your ears, discreetly adjust the volume in a meeting, or listen to your navigation app for the fastest route to your destination – all you need is your smartphone. Using the myControl™ App*, you can stream audio from various sources directly into your Pure 312 and Pure 13 hearing aids and control them remotely. The touchControl™ App lets you change Pure 10's settings remotely and personalize your hearing aids to suit your individual preferences. Further facts and figures. Your journey back to effortless hearing is even easier with the myHearing™ App* for your smartphone. It lets you familiarize yourself with your new hearing aids in as little time as possible. You can follow special listening exercises, consult the user guide, and connect to your hearing care professional on the go. Find out more on myhearing.com or ask your hearing care professional for more information on Signia Nx hearing aids, useful accessories, and the myHearing App.

Signia Pure Nx hearing aids. Your natural choice for performance and hearing. Whether you're in a meeting, taking an important business call, preparing a presentation, or meeting a friend for lunch, with Signia's new hearing aids you can enjoy our most natural sound experience along with superior connectivity and audio streaming from your smartphone and TV.

Hear the sound of your own voice as nature intended. Reading a book to a child, having a little chat with your neighbors, looking at holiday photos with friends - Signia's hearing aids enable you to fully enjoy all of life's wonderful moments. For the first time you can enjoy our most natural hearing experience and our highest hearing performance to perceive your own voice in perfect balance with your environment. Please note: Features may vary depending on the configuration of the individual hearing aid. Your hearing care professional will be happy to assist you.

Enjoy direct streaming of phone calls, music, and TV. Stream audio from a telephone or video conference directly into your ears, discreetly adjust the volume in a meeting, or listen to your navigation app for the fastest route to your destination - all you need is your smartphone. Using the myControl™ App*, you can stream audio from various sources directly into your Pure 312 and Pure 13 hearing aids and control them remotely. The touchControl™ App lets you change Pure 10's settings remotely and personalize your hearing aids to suit your individual preferences.

Further facts and figures. Your journey back to effortless hearing is even easier with the myHearing™ App* for your smartphone. It lets you familiarize yourself with your new hearing aids in as little time as possible. You can follow special listening exercises, consult the user guide, and connect to your hearing care professional on the go. Find out more on myhearing.com or ask your hearing care professional for more information on Signia Nx hearing aids, useful accessories, and the myHearing App.